
clonal antibody (Mab) imaging and in dosimetry determi
nation for cancer treatment. Volume informationobtained
with SPECF provides a means of monitoring changes in
tumor growth. Knowledge of tumor activity can help in the

design of strategies for improving the Mab uptake in tu
mors and along with tumor volume, can facilitate dose

estimation to tumor and normal tissue. Accurate dose es
timation and tumor volume can allow investigation into the
relationshipbetween tumorradiationdose and therapeutic
response. The primaryobjective of this study, therefore,
was to implement a method for measuring volume and
activity with SPECT and evaluate its quantitative accuracy
and precision. This study focused on â€˜DI,a radionucide
that is potentially importantin Mab imaging, as well as in
the treatmentdosimetry for thyroid disease.

SPECT volume and activity measurement can be greatly
affected by physical factors that include attenuation, scat
ter, detector response and septal penetration. Detector re
sponse effects in particularcan be severe for small tumors
and small tumor-to-normal uptake ratios. For tumors
smaller than approximately twice the system FWHM, the
reconstructed activity concentration decreases with tumor
size (1 ). Whereas for large uptake ratios (> 10) the total

tumor activity for even these small tumors can be mea
sured with reasonable accuracy with an ROl that loosely
encompasses the tumor.For smalleruptakeratios the mea
sured activity is greatly affected by the ROl size and how
much normal tissue is included. In this case, some means
of distinguishingbetween tumorand normaltissue must be
employed.

Objective methods for distinguishing tumor from normal
tissue in SPECF images have followed either the threshold
or gradientapproaches.An excellent review of these meth
ods in the context of SPECF volume determination can be
found in King et al. (2). With the threshold approach,
voxels are considered partof the tumor if their intensity is
greaterthan (hot tumors)or less than (cold tumors)a spec
ified cut-off value. This value is often expressed as a per
centage of the maximum intensity in the tumor region. The
problem with the threshold methods is the same as with the
loose ROI approach: large quantitative errors may be in
troduced when there is significant uptake in normal tissue.
This is illustrated in the results of an experimental phantom
study shown in Figure 1. The measured volume of a 21.5-

The goals of this study were to investigatethe effectof septal
penetration on 1231SPECT activityquantitationusing low-en
ergy, high-resolutioncollimators,and to evaluate a semi-auto
matic method for measunng volume and aclivftyof 1@Idistri
butionwfthSPECT. Methods: Data were acquired fromexper
imentalphantoms containingspheresfllled w@ia high-purity1@@I
solution. The penetration study compared the reconstructed ac
tivityof a 3.4-cm diameter sphere with and without the presence
of surroundingactivity.Inthe studyofvolumeandactivftyquan
titation,three differentsize spheres (diametersof 1.8cm, 2.8cm
and 3.4 cm) were imaged in three differentsphere-to-back
ground (S:B)1231concentrationratios (2.5, 5 and 10) withlow
energy collimators. The filtered backprojection reconstruction
methodwas used withcompensationforscatter, attenuationand
detector response. Volume and activftymeasurements were
obtainedfromthe SPECT image usinga semiautomaticgradient
technique which estimates the location of the sphere/boundary
in three dimensions. Results: With the low-energy collimator,
therewas onlya small(<2%)increaseinthe measuredactivity
of the spherewhensurroundingactMtywas present.The mea
sured volumefor the two largest spheres was within5% of the
true volumeforallS:B ratios.The actMtymeasurement ofthese
spheres was consistentlyunderestimatedby20%â€”25%butsug
gested that the accuracy couldbe improvedwithcalibration.For
the Smallestsphere, the volumewas grosslyoverestimatedand
only at the 10 S:B ratio was the actMty measured reasonably
accurately (<20%). ConclusIons: The low-energy collimators
used in this study are suitable for quantitative1@ISPECT. Ac
curate SPECTvolumeand activityquantitationof 1@ldistribution
can be achieved by semiautomaticmeans at clinicalcount den
sities forobjects as smallas 2.8 cm Indiameter and reasonable
activityquantitationis possible for smaller objects withan S:B
ratioofatleast 10.

Key Words: iodine-123; SPECT; activity quantitation; volume
quantitation;septal penetration
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gated. Interpretationof this previous work is complicated
by the different methods of 1@Iproduction used in these
studies.

Past investigations have used â€˜@Igenerated either di
rectly by the â€˜@Te(p, 2n) â€˜@Ireaction, or indirectly by the
1nI (p, 5n) â€œ@Xereaction. The latter method is known to
result in less contamination from other iodine isotopes. For
this study, however, the 1@Iwas produced indirectly by
the â€˜@â€œXe(p, 2n) 123@ reaction (Nordion International,
Inc., Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada)which results
in less contaminationfrom â€˜@I(<0.0001%), â€˜@I(<0.02%),
and 1@I(<0.0001%) than either of the other methods. The
secondary objective of this study was to evaluate the effect
of penetrationon quantitativeSPECF with high purity â€˜@I
and low-energy, high-resolutioncollimators.

MATERIALS AND METhODS

lodlne-lfl Pâ€¢netratlonwith Low-Energy Collimators
Theinitialphantomstudywasaimedatevaluatingtheeffectof

septal penetrationon 1@ISPECF quantitationwith low-energy,
high-resolution collimators. The study investigated the extent to
which the measured activity in an ROI is affected by penetrating
photonsoriginatingfromsurroundingactivity.

PhantonL A 3.4-cm diameter sphere filled with â€˜@Isolution at
a concentration of approximately 0.17 MBq/ml was imaged with
and without the presence of surrounding activity. This surround
ing activity consisted of three additional spheres, each approxi
mately 5.6 cm in diameter and filled with 1@Iat the same 0.17-
MBq/mlconcentration.Allsphereswere locatedapproximatelyin
thesametransaxialplane,andthecenter-to-centerdistancesbe
tweenthe 3.4-cmdiametersphereandeachof the three additional
spheres were 11.5 cm, 12.6 cm and 15.8 cm (Fig. 2A). Thus, the
distance between the 3.4-cm diameter sphere and the surrounding
activity prohibited any cross-talk between the two regions by
spatial resolution effects. Also, the phantom background con
tamed only air which prohibited cross-talk by scatter effects.

DataAcquirition. All data in this investigationwere acquired
on a three-headedSPEC!'system(TriOniXResearchLaborato
ries, Inc., Twinsburg,OH). Two headswere mountedwith low
energy,ultra-highresolutioncollimators(LEUR)andthe third
with a medium-energy collimator (MEDE). The LEUR collima
tors have a 35.7-mm hole length, a 0.16-mm septal thickness and
a 1.38-mmeffective hole diameter.The respective parametersfor
the MEDEcollimatorare59.0mm, 1.17mmand3.25mm.The
SPECracquisitionsconsistedof 120projectionanglesover360Â°
for a total scan time of 30 mm. The radius of rotation from the
detectorcrystalwas 25 cm andthe pixelsize was 3.6 mm.The
energywindowwas 15%in totalwidthandcenteredon the 159-
keV photopeak.In additionto the SPECFacquisitions,line
spreadfunctionand energyspectrummeasurementswere per
formed with both collimator types using a line source of 1@I.

F@vc@ and Analysis. The data in this study were recon
structed by the ifitered backprojection method using a ramp filter
withone iterationChangattenuationcompensation(9). An atten
uation map for the compensation method was constructed based
on the knownsize and locationof the spheresand the linear
attenuationcoefficient of 159-keVphotons in water (0.147 cm1)
(10). Before reconstruction, the data were filtered with a two
dimensionalHann filter with cut-off frequencyequal to the
Nyquist frequency (1.4 cycles/cm). This filter, providing a small
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FiGURE1. Measuredvolumeas a functionofselectedthreshold
for three sphere-to-background 1@lconcentration ratios.

ml, â€˜@I-filledsphere situated within a uniform background
distribution of â€˜@Iis plotted as a function of the s@ecified
threshold for 10, 5 and 2.5 sphere-to-background â€ Ĩ con
centration ratios. The plot illustrates the sensitivity of the
measured sphere volume to the chosen threshold and the
fact that the threshold that gives the correct volume is
highly dependent on the sphere-to-background 1@Iconcen
tration ratio.

In orderto avoid the problemsassociated with threshold
methods, this study employed a gradient approach for the
123!SPECF volume and activity quantitation. Other inves
tigators have demonstrated accurate SPECFvolume deter
munation with sophisticated gradient methods applied to
simulated data (3). This study implemented a relatively
simple and efficient technique, which is tailored for the
tumor characteristics encountered in clinical Mab imaging,

and evaluated the technique with experimental â€˜@Iphan
tom data. A range of tumor size and tumor-to-normalup
take ratios were examined, and count densities were ac
quired that are representative of clinical Mab imaging. The
reconstruction method compensated for physical factors
that affect the measured SPECT data, including scatter,
attenuationand detector response so that not only volume,
but activity measures may also be obtained.

An additional concern with quantitative â€˜@ISPECF is
the choice of collimator. The higher energy emissions of
123! (2.6% between 248 keV and 540 keV and 0.21% be

tween 624 and 785 keV (4)) can penetrate the septa of
low-energy collimators and potentially affect quantitative
accuracy. Contamination from other isotopes of iodine,
including 1@A1,â€˜@Iand â€˜@I,during production of â€˜@Ican
similarlyaffect quantitativeaccuracy with low-energy col
limators. Previous studies have compared low- and medi
urn-energy collimators for â€˜@Iimaging although not di
rectly in terms of SPECF quantitation (5-8). Macey et al.
(5) recommended medium-energy over low-energy colli
mators for SPEC!' quantitation of â€˜@Ilabeled Mabs al
though SPECF quantitation was not explicitly investi
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degree of noise control, was adequate for the purposes of this
study since spatial resolution was not an issue. The total activity
of the 3.4-cm spherewas measuredin the SPECF imageby
summing the counts within a loose three-dimensional ROl encom
passingthe sphereanddividingbythe scantime(seconds)andthe
system sensitivity factor (counts per second per MBq). The sen
sitivityfactorwas determinedfor both the LEUR and the MEDE
collimatorsusinga point source of knownactivity.The ROl was
manuallydrawnusingan imagedisplayprogramdevelopedwithin
our laboratory and was large enough to completelycontain the
blurred sphere without overlapping the regions ofthe surrounding
spheres.

ThetotalsphereactivityestimatedfromtheSPECFimagewas
compared to an independent planar measurement that excluded
theeffectsof attenuation,scatter,detectorresponseandpenetra
tion. A planar acquisition (30 miii) was performed with a 3-nil
syringe filledwith a sample of the sphere solution. The total
counts were extracted within an ROl that wasjust large enough to
contain the blurred syringe. The estimate of the total sphere
activity was then obtained by dividing the total syringe counts by
the scantimeandthe systemsensitivityfactor,thenmultiplying
by the sphere-to-syringevolume ratio. The sphere volume was
measured accurately based on the mass difference between the
empty and water-filled sphere.

Volums and Activity Msasursmsnt with Iodlns-123
SPECT

Theobjectiveofthis secondphantomstudywastoevaluatethe
quantitative accuracy of volume and activity measurements of
1@I-fiIledspheres locatedin a uniformbackgrounddistril,utionof
123!. The SPECF reconstruction and processing methods compen

satedfor the physicalfactorsthataffectthe measureddata.A
semiautomatic technique was used to obtain the volume and ac
tivity measures from the SPECF images.

Phantom. Three spheres of diameters 1.8 cm, 2.8 cm and 3.4
cm (3.4 ml, 12.0 ml and 21.5 ml, respectively) were filledwith â€˜@I
sohition at a concentration of approximately 0.044 MBq/ml and
mounted inside an elliptical cylinder phantom, 30 cm x 22.5 cm in
cmss-section and 20 cm tall (Fig. 2B). The cylinderwas filledwith
123! solution Initially at a concentration of approximately 0.0044

MBq/ml, producing a sphere-to-background (S:B) 1@Iconcentra
tionratioof 10.Subsequently,1@Iwas addedto thebackground
at two stagesto produceS:B ratiosof 5 and 2.5.

DataAcquirition. Two SPECF acquisitionswere performed for
each of the three S:B ratios using the SPECF system, collimators
and acquisitionparametersdescribedin the penetrationstudy. In
additionto the photopeakenergywindowdescriled previously,a

secondarywindow(103-146keV) was acquired for purposes of
scatter compensation. As in the penetration study, a 30-mm pla
naracquisitionwas performedwith a 3-misyringefilledwith a
sampleof the spheres' 1@Isolutionin order to obtainan estimate
ofthe true activityin the absenceof attenuation,scatter, detector
response and penetration effects.

P@oc@ and Reconstruction. The acquiredphantom data
werecompensatedforscatterbeforereconstructionusinga sub
traction method (11). The k value for the compensation was 0.35
and was determined experimentally using line source data in the
manner dcscriled by Jaszczak Ct al. (11). The scatter-compen
sated data were then filtered with a two-dimensional Metz ifiter
(12) that was modified in the manner described in King et al. (13).
The MTF in the filterformulawas a Gaussianfunctionwith
FWHM@ to 1.15cm after discrete inverse Fourier Transfonn.
This closely matched the FWHM of the measured line spread
functionwith the LEUR collimatorat a distance from the colli
matorequalto theradiusof rotation.TheP, S andX parameters
inthefilterformula(13)were1.3,0.152and50, respectively,and
theunitsof thefrequencyvariablewerecm'. Theseparameters
were selected to achieve a visually pleasing image in terms of the
noise and resolution characteristics. The one-dimensional version
of thefilteris shownin Figure3.

Datawere reconstructedby the filteredbackpr@ectionmethod
using a ramp filter and one iteration of Chang attenuation com
pensation. The attenuation map was constructed based on the
known size andlocation ofthe phantom assuming a uniform linear
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attenuationcoefficientof 0.147cm'. A medianfilterwitha 3 x
3 x 3 kernel was applied to the SPEC!' image to furtherreduce
noisewhilepreservingedges.

Volume andActivizyMeasun@ment. A new method was used to
obtainthe volumeand activitymeasuresfromthe SPECF image.
Ratherthanthresholdingbasedon voxel intensities,the method
attempts to find the tumor boundary by examining the three
dimensional intensity gradient in the vicinity of the tumor. This
methodis tailoredfor hot tumorswith hot centers and is semiau
tomaticinthesensethatitonlyrequirestheoperatorto specifya
looseROI encompassingthe tumor in the SPEC!' image.Gener
ally, the SPECF image will contain multiple foci of increased
uptake, and so the operator must specify for which of these the
quantitative measurement is desired. This ROI must be broad
enoughto completelycontain the tumor, and the tumor must be
the most intense activity in the region. The loose RO! can be
specified relatively quickly using three-dimensional image display
methods.

Findingthe three-dimensionalboundaryof the tumorandoh
taming the volume and activity measurements are done in the
following way. First, the three-dimensional location of the tumor
centeris estimatedfromtheSPECFimageinaway analogousto
thecenterofgravitycomputationusingthecountratedistribution
rather than the mass distribution.We have observedmore saris
factoryresults in locatingthe tumorcenter when this calculation
is performed only considering voxels that are greater than half the
maximum intensity in the loose ROl. This better handles the
situationin which the tumor is not centered in the loose ROl.

Intensity gradients are then computed starting from the esti
matedtumorcenterandmovingradiallyoutwardineightequally
spaced directions corresponding to the octants of a three-dimen
sionalcoordinatespace centered at the estimatedtumor center.
These eight radial gradients are computed first averaging voxel
intensitieswithin one-voxel-thickshells within each octant and
thenapplyinga [â€”11]convolutionkernel.Finally,theminimum
is locatedfor each of the eightgradients,and this definesthe
tumorboundarywithinthat octant. Thisprocedurefor findingthe
tumor boundaiy is illustrated for the two-dimensionalcase in
Figure 4. Tumor volume can then be computed by counting the
numberof voxelswithinthe boundaiy and multiplyingthis num
her by the volume per voxel. Tumor activity can be computed
from the SPECF image by summing the counts within the bound
a!.), and dividing this number by the scan time and the system
sensitivity factor.

AnalysLcofVolume andActivisy Measurements. The results of
thevolumeandactivitymeasurementsarepresentedin termsof
both the accuracy, or percent error in the mean of the sample
measurements from the â€œtruthâ€•:

andprecision,or thepercents.d. of thesamplemeasurements:

sample s.d.
%s.d.= xlOO.

sample mean

Theâ€œtruthâ€•forthevolumemeasurementwas obtainedfromthe
difference in mass measurements of the empty and water-filled
spheres. For the activity measurement,the â€œtruthâ€•was obtained
from the planar acquisition ofa 3-mi syringe sample in the manner
previouslydescribed.For the LEUR collimator,the two SPECF
acquisitionsandtwocameraheadsperacquisitionresultedinfour
sample measurements.

RESULTS

iodine-lfl Pinstratlon with Low-Energy Collimators
The effects of â€˜@Ipenetrationwith the LEUR collima

tors can be seen in comparing the detected energy spectra
with the LEUR and MEDE collimators shown in Figure5.
A largernumberof photons are detected at energies above
the primaiy photopeak energy with the LEUR collimator
compared with the MEDE collimator. These are most
likely the higher-energy emissions of 1231that have pene
trated the septa of the low-energy collimator and Compton
scattered within the detector. The effects of penetration
with the LEUR collimators are also observed in the line
spread functions in Figure 6 where broad tails are present
in the LEUR case but not in the MEDE case. The magni
tude of the tails is approximately2%of the peak intensity
near the peak and slowly decreases to approximately0.5%
at a distance of 30 pixels (10.8 cm) from the peak.

The effects of penetration on activity quantitationwith
LEUR collimators was found to be relatively small. The
measured activity in the 3.4-cm diameter sphere was 3.27
MBq without and 3.33 MBq with the presence of the sur

sample mean â€”â€œtruthâ€•
% error = x 100,
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True
sp@

volume(ml)@g.concentrationratioVolu%errorme%s.d.ActIvity%error%s.d.3.42.537626.618726.23.451488.920.810.63.41084.013.0â€”10.88.1012.02.54.0824.8â€”19.220.212.05â€”4.927.12â€”26.56.6312.010â€”3.384.36â€”25.44.3621.52.5â€”2.3121.5â€”17.418.321.55â€”1.687.55â€”20.06.2321.510â€”1.268.75â€”22.15.12

TABLE I
Volumeand ActivityMeasurements1
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FIGURE 5. Detected@@@ vi,jJ@low-and medium
energycollImators.

rounding activity for an increase of approximately 2%.
Withtotal counts in each ofthese measurementsof approx
imately 750,000, the percent root mean squared uncer
tainty in this difference due to image noise is expected to be

less than 1.0%(14). The true activity based on the planar
acquisition of the syringe sample was 3.39 MBq. With the
MEDE collimator, the measured activity was 3.23 MBq
without and 3.20 MBq with surroundingactivity. This dif
ference is likely due to image noise.

Volume and Activity Measurement with lodlns-123
SPECT

The evaluation of volume and activity quantitation
with 123!focused on the LEUR collimator results since
penetration did not substantially affect quantitation and
because the LEUR collimator has better resolution
with approximately equal sensitivity compared to the
MEDE collimator. The results of the evaluation are
presented in Table 1 for the three sphere sizes and three

S:B ratios.The generaltrendobservedin the table is a
less accurate measurementwith a smaller sphere size and
a smaller S:B ratio. For the smallest sphere (3.4 nil), the
volume was grossly overestimated at all S:B ratios. The
activity measurement for the same sphere was also over
estimated at the 2.5 S:B ratio, but within approximately
20% at the two greater ratios. For the two larger spheres,
the volume measurement was within 5% accuracy for all
S:Bratioswitha %s.d.thattendedto increasewithsmaller
S:Bratioto a maximumof approximately25%.Theactiv
ity measurement for the two larger spheres was consis
tently underestimated by approximately 20%-25% with a
% standard deviation similar as in the volume measure
ment.

The SPECF images from each of the three S:B ratios
are shown in Figure 7. The selected slice was approxi
mately through the center of the spheres. The images illus
trate the noise level and the degree of difficulty in distin
guishing the sphere from the background. In the 10 S:B
ratio image, all three spheres are clearly detectable with
boundaries relatively easily distinguishable from back
ground. In the 5 S:B ratio image, all three spheres are also
detectable althoughthe boundaryof the smallest sphere is
obscured. In the 2.5 S:B ratio image, the smallest sphere
cannot be detected, and the boundaries of the other two
spheres are obscured. In spite of the difficulty in detecting
the sphere, the semiautomaticquantitationmethodwill still
find a boundaiy within the loose ROl. This boundaiy,
however, is due solely to image noise and produces the
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etration with low-energy collimators appear to contradict
the suggestion from a previous investigation (5) that
low-energy collimators are unsuitable for â€˜@ISPECF
quantitation, there are differences between these two
studies worth noting. The low-energy, high-resolutioncol
limators used in the two studies are different which could
result in different penetration effects. The LEUR collima
tors used in the present study had an approximately50%
longer hole length, 25% smaller hole diameter and the
same septal thickness as the low-energy, high-resolution
collimator used in the previous study. In general, one
should expect variability in hole geometiy and perfor
mance characteristics for different manufacturers' collima
tors in spite of a similar collimator classification. The
method of â€˜@Iproduction was also different in the two
studies, and this could impact the relative degree of pene
tration due to different levels of contamination from other
isotopes of iodine.

The gradient method implemented in this study for
tumor-boundary detection differs from a previous method
(3) in that the gradientcalculationis only alongradial
lines emanating from the tumor center. This results in
an efficient and practical quantitation method. In this
study, the total processing time to extract the volume and
activity measurements once the loose ROl has been
specified in the SPECF image was found to be less than 2
sec (SPARCstation 2, Sun Microsystems, Inc., Mountain
View, CA). One disadvantage to this approach is that er
rors in the estimated tumor boundaiy might be expected
for tumors with convoluted shapes. However, tumors of
ten encountered in SPECF Mab imaging, particularlypri
maiy and metastatic lung tumors and metastases to the
liver and colon, tend not to appear convoluted but some
what round in shape. This is due in part to the coarse
spatial resolution relative to the tumor size. Another dis
advantage is that for larger tumor sizes, eight radial gradi
ents may be insufficient and result in quantitative errors.
For these cases the method can be readily extended to
include a greaternumberof radialgradients.

The quantitative â€˜@ISPECF method applied to the
two largest spheres in this study accurately measured
the volume but consistently underestimated the activity.
The fact that the reconstructed activity concentration
in the broad, background region of the phantom was
within 10% of the planar measurement of a syringe
containing background solution, points to spatial resolu
tion effects as the primaiy cause of the underestimated
sphere activity. A portion of the sphere's activity is
reconstructed outside the object boundaiy. Greater reso
lution can be achieved by modifying the restoration filter
but only at a cost of greater image noise. The effect of
the filter on quantitative accuracy and precision requires
further study. The fact that the activity was so consistently
underestimatedsuggests that a more accurate result could
be achieved by simple cahlration of the activity measure
ment.

The sphere size and sphere-to-background 1@Iconcen
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FIGURE 8. SPECTIm@es of undormcyUnderwith(A)medium
energyand(B)k@w-energycotimatorsand(C)profNes.

inaccurate quantitative results observed with the small
sphere in Table 1.

DlS@US@ON

The effect of penetration on SPECF quantitationwith
high-purity â€˜23Iand low-energy, high-resolution collima
tors was found to be less than 5%for the particularsource
distribution in this study While this effect should increase
with the intensity of the surroundingactivity, at this level it
is relatively insignificant. Qualitatively, penetration effects
can be observed in the SPECF image as a ring along the
edge of the field ofview. In Figure 7, this artifact becomes
more prominent in lower S:B ratio images and is clearly
seen in Figure 8 which shows reconstructed images (no
attenuationcompensation) and profiles through a uniform
region of the cylinder at relatively high count density for
both the LEUR and MEDE collimators.

This artifact has been noted previously (5) and is con
sistent with the planar line-spread function shown in Figure
6 wheretheeffectsof penetrationappearasbroad,nearly
fiat tails. A source distributionthat would create a nearly
flatprojectionin the absence ofpenetration is a ringlocated
near the edge of the field of view in a transaxial slice. In
spite of this noticeable artifact, the results of the quantita
tive study suggest that penetration effects in the SPECT
image are primarily confined to the outer edge.

While the results of this study on the effect of â€˜@Ipen
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tration ratios were selected to probe the limits of quantita
tive â€˜23ISPECF for this count density level. The results of
this study show that for objects equal to or larger than 12
ml, accurate volume and activity measurements are possi
bleforconcentrationratiosas lowas 2.5.However,vol
ume measurement of objects as small as 3.4 ml is impos
sible by these methods and activity measurementrequires
a concentrationratiogreaterthan5. For largerobjects than
investigated in this study, one could reasonably expect
accuracy equal to or better than the largest object consid
ered here (21.5 ml).

While the effect of count density was not investigated in
this study, the count density was selected to be represen
tative of clinical Mab imaging. In a study that gave two
patients â€˜@I-labeledanti-CEA Mabs, 5-g resected carci
noma tumors contained 1231activity concentrations of
0.0385 MBq/g and 0.235 MBq/g (15) which compares fa
vorably with the 0.044 MBq/g-sphere activity concentra
tion used in this study. For count densities lower than
those studied here, we would expect an increase in the
minimum object size and uptake ratio necessaiy for quan
titatively accurate volume and activity measurement. The
worsening of quantitative accuracy with decreasing count
density has been described previously (16). If, however,
the reduced count density comes with an increase in spatial
resolution (e.g., as the result of using higher-resolution
collimation), the effect on quantitative accuracy is difficult
to predict (17).

The Chang attenuation compensation method based
on a uniform attenuation map results in quantitative
errors in objects having substantially nonuniform density
such as those found in the human thoracic region. Several
studies, however, have shown that SPECT quantitative
accuracy can be greatly improved for nonuniformly dense
objects by modifying the Chang method to incorporate a
nonuniform attenuation map (18â€”20).Therefore we would
expect comparable performance of the semiautomatic
quantitative technique for nonuniform density objects if
the appropriate attenuation compensation methods are
applied.
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